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The Ardbride strike enters its 8th month
with the T&GWU having attempted to cut
the feet from under the strike. The
story is one of a trade union movement
out of touch with its membership and the
reality for the working class in Britain
today. in case they need reminding, the
age of the sweatshop, far from belonging
to the 19th century or the far reaches
of Asia, is a growing feature of British
industry. it is clear that the only way
to change the situation is by organising
and taking action. You might expect
then, when Ardbride workers joined the
T&GWU to take action against appalling
and illegal health 8: safety conditions
and to better wage rates, that the union
would mobilise to win the wage demands
and to force legal action against the
death trap factories. If that is what
you expect then you N are wrong.

From the start the T&G, after en-
couraging strike action, have done all
they can to halt militancy - taking 9
weeks to make it official, refusing
strike pay, and only offering hardship
pay grudgingly after the strikers gate-
crashed union discussions on the strike
to which they weren't -invited. Such is
the story of trade unions in the '80's
- a TUC content with preaching "social
realism" which to them means being nice
to the Tories and to us means increased
poverty and worsening living standards.
Yet the latest twist would surprise even
the most cynical among us. It stresses
the need for the rank and file to take
control of the running of their factory
organisation. The message is clear - the
union bureaucracy can't be trusted.

ROSS ON THE RUN
After months of the T&G refusing to

spread solidarity action, the inter-
national picket of Laura Ashley started
to take its toll on their committment to
sweated products. in late March Ross
offered £700 to give up. This was right-
ly refused even though the union recom-
mended acceptance. Ross said there would
be no further negotiations. With pickets
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being stepped up the firm-minded Ross
came slinking back in a show of panic -
either he was about to lose the contract
with Laura Ashley or his marbles. Ross
was a man in a hurry - on the Tuesday he
had an offer of £i000 - refused; Wed-
nesday £1500 - refused; Thursda £1800Y
with a rider that refusal would mean him
clearing the table of all previous con-
cessions, closing the factories within 2
weeks and taking legal action. This was
refused but the promised action didn't
materialise. Chemists in the vicinity of
the Ross household reported a run on
valium that week.

The end of April saw Ross again at
the table offering re-engagement and
partial union recognition. This was
strongly recommended by the T&G but
refused by the strikers who feared they
would be paid off shortly after return-
ing. (see letter from strike. committee)
After this offer, which in A reality
amounted to a negotiated defeat the T&G
turned on the threats for the first
time though Ross wasn't on the receiving
end but incredibly, the strikers.
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The T&G, unwilling to publicly de-
sert the strikers who have widespread
support in Ardrossan, said: "If they
turned down this recommendation we would
have to put it before our lay committee
and that there was a possibility that
they would decide to take no further
action." In other words call off the
strike or we'll do it for you. The full-
timer threw in the blackmail: "you're
letting us down after all the work we've
done for you". He was reminded that the
T&G did absolutely nothing, that it was
the strike committee and support network
set up with the help of the IWA that
brought Ross to the table. The strikers’
response was one of defiance and deter-
mination to carry on aiming for full
re-instatement and tile establishment of
healthy and safe working conditions. The
dispute will now be carried on through
the strikers' own organisation. As Anna
Druggen said of the T&G: "The union can
turn its back as well as its coat. We
have found it out for what it is. l am
very bitter. The union promised us this,
.nN____-__.. . I

David Shoat,
Scotish TGWU
bureaucrat and
back-stabber!

that and the next thing if we would
join. We did and now it will do nothing.
I am disgusted."

RANK AND FILE UNIONISM
With the strikers on their own out

came the careerists and politicians to
attack them. Brian Wilson, prospective
Labour candidate, criticised them for
"not responding more positively to the
settlement which the union(?) secured in
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these negotiations". The strikers and
the DAM, after praise at a council meet-
ing, were the next week criticised for
jeopardising jobs. There was no mention
of lives in jeopardy as a result of
working in the place! At a later meeting
of the local Labour Party which re-
affirmed its support for the strikers
and the international campaign, the DAM
was piiioried by O'Neill, a union bur-
eaucrat and the only one to vote against
the strikers, as being: "a bunch of
anarchists who are against the govern-
ment and the trade unions". Well, -we've
no argument with the first part of your
statement, Mr O'Neill, but we take issue
with your belief that we're anti-union.

As part of the International Work-
ers‘ Association we are proud to be
associated with affiliated unions such
as the COB (Brazilian Workers‘ Confeder-
ation), the French and Spanish CNT's
(National Confederation of Labour) who -
unlike the T8tGWU - are run by the rank
and file without full-timers to sell out
strikes. Our unions are fighting unions.
To answer your anti-government jibe;
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Nottingham Anarchists, Notts. DAM and
Notts. ACF picket Laura Ashieys.

STRIKERS GO S IT ALONE well, we believe people can govern their
lives well enough without people like
you interfering and if you think that's
a utopian pipedream look at the Spanish
CNT which in 1936 not only won health
and safety reforms but overturned the
whole system of government. Mr O'Neill,
you may have heard of the Spanish Civil
War in which the CNT, an openly anarch-
ist, therefore anti-government and anti-
bureaucratic union helped institute free
people's government over industry and
agriculture. Mr O'Neill, that's the aim
of our unions, not just to put an end to
the cheapskate, get-rich-quick merchants
like Ross but to rid the world of the
system that creates them and allows them
to flourish. That system, in case you've
forgotten, Mr O'Neill, is capitalism and
we consider it time you got yourself out
of your full-timer's office and back
into the workplace - where all our union
negotiators are - maybe then you'd learn
to fight a bit- harder with your fellow
workers to defeat that system.

 SUPPORT NEEDED
as the T&G have been dropped that some-
how the strike is over. They couldn't be
further from the truth. As we go to
press we've heard that the IWA section
in Denmark are picketing Laura Ashley's
in Copenhagen. Furthermore the French
CNT, have written to the strikers offer-
ing full support promising to continue
picketing Laura Ashley shops across
France. The international campaign firm-
ly established in Europe and America is
about to stretch into Asia and Australia
where our sections are to picket shops
in Tokyo and Melbourne. On the day of
action called for May 16th there were
pickets all over Britain - Brighton,
Bristol, Glasgow, Liverpool, London (5),
Manchester, Newcastle, Nottingham, Shef-
field, Stoke included.

Again we call on all DA readers to
support the strikers in their struggle
against the sweatshop trade. Call on
your union branch, trades council or
community centre to support the strik-
ers. Remember, by picketing the Laura

Ashley shops you are not only giving the
strikers badly needed support but also
warning all would-be sweatshop bosses
everywhere of the consequences of open-
ing such factories. A victory for the
Ardbride strikers is a victory for us
all and the generations behind us in the
battle against all profit mongers. For
information on Laura Ashley pickets in
your area contact local DAM groups (see
contact list in DA 39) or contact DAM
National Secretary, Box DAM, Cambridge
Free Press, 25 GwydirStreet, Cambridg'é.;

Forty nine full-time and l3casual staff
at the Moat House hotel, Paradise St,
Liverpool, were sacked on April 2nd for
joining the T&GWU. Management refused
to talk about working conditions, so the
62 workers - maids, barstaff, waiters 8:
waitresses, cooks, laundry and office
workers, porters and cleaners - decided
to strike. Management sacked them saying
they'd broken their contracts but strik-
ers find this new-found respect for the
sanctity of contracts somewhat laugh-
able. Since taking over from Holiday. Inn
management have ignored existing con-
tracts. They refuse to give holiday pay;
reduced one workers‘ hours from 40 to
24; reduced sick pay entitlement from l5
days‘ a gfar to 5 and then only at the
‘boss di cretion; cancelled the annual
free weekend's holiday in another hotel
in the chain that staff enjoyed prev-
iously; and they have failed to replace
worn uniforms with new ones. Manage-
ment's attitude towards allocation of
work was l-that if staff didn't like D it
then they "knew where the door was".

Strikers have had to put up with
intimidation, threats, insults, arrests
and violence. In the first week a picket
had a bucket of water thrown on her from
a bedroom by a scab as she stood on the
picket line. ~=iOnce a manager came out
with two cronies, looked to see what was
going on and laughed. One of the morons
then threw 5p at us. We threw it back
singing "I would rather be a picketthan
a scab". Management often phone the
scabs in blue, trying to get pickets
arrested; supporters have been threaten-
ed with arrest under the anti-union laws
and the Public Order Act; placards have
been stolen; a video camera watches
pickets from a bedroom. The scabbiest
thing happened when a few strikers went
to an LPYS conference in Blackpool over
the Easter weekend. They were told it
would be absolutely free and that they
could collect money. But on the Saturday
they were asked to pay £400 for costs!
This is an absolute outrage - They were
asked the next day and 3 times since
being back. These so-called socialists
have been told to piss off. A

Despite all this, support is good in
terms of money, pickets and most import-
ant of all solidarity from other work-
ers. Bin workers refuse to cart theshit
away - the skips are full and spilling
over. T&G taxi drivers refuse to pick
anyone up outside the hotel and the fire
brigade send more fire engines to the
Moat House than necessary if there's a
false alarm which means they have to pay
more. Donations and messages of support
to Moat House Hotel Strikers, Transport
House, lslington, Liverpool 3. P
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Laura Ashley have put it about that FLEET ST —,ATTACKS CONTINUE

Since the end of the News International
dispute the confidence of the press
barons has never been higher. The
"Street" has completely changed - many
of the papers have 'moved to the East End
or are being printed outside London.
Long established working practices such
as the thirty two and a half hour week
and the 9 day fortnight are under
attack. Recently a member of the SOGAT
RIRMA chapel at the "Express" was
suspended for failing to say "Good
afternoon, Sir" to the chairman.
Elsewhere, other militants are being
victimised, and redundancies continue.
Dean "and Dubbins are continuing to wait
for the return of a Labour government.
On a more optimistic note, the Fleet
Street Support Unit which evolved during
Wapping as the only real opposition to
the bureaucracy, is still going and is
now producing a bulletin. Only time will
tell whether or not the rank and file
will fight back to save their jobs and
conditions.
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For the vast majority of school leavers
the Youth Training Scheme is a brutal
but unavoidable feature of mass youth
unemployment. Of course it has critics
but most see it only as "slave labour"
(which it is). Few seem to have realised
that it is part of a current that could
destroy education and job prospects for
years to come.

The "raving right" has many scape-
goats for Britain's economic decline;
trade union power, "unfair" foreign com-
petition, etc; but one target is the
education system. For over a century it
has been claimed there is over-emphasis
on "useless arts subjects" rather than
sciences and other subjects relevant to
work. To these people youth unemployment
isn't caused by a lack of jobs but by
lack of the right training. Their answer
is therefore to replace education by a
crude system of training for work. This
thinking has led to the massive rise in
vocational education in school as well
as such schemes as YTS and also the new
J ob Training Scheme which is supposed to
give even more training after the YTS
training has failed to create a job out
of thin air.

YTS was introduced in '82 replacing
earlier YOPS and TOPS schemes intro-
duced by the last Labour government to
cut the already rising youth unemploy-
ment. YTS is supposed to give young
people the training for work they are
supposed to have missed at school. The
fact it gives employers a source of
cheap non-union labour is a bonus! At
school vocational education is mainly
being introduced by the Technical and
Vocational Education initiative (TVEI).
This system (not yet in all schools) is
designed to give education for jobs
while at school. Where it has been
introduced it has had the effect that
many brighter pupils who would in the
past have done O- or A-levels are doing
it instead (of course the less bright
kids, those that don't get jobs anyway,
haven't done any better out of it).

Both YTS and TVEI are run by
the Department of Employment through the
Manpower Services Commission - a clear
move away from the Department of Educa-
tion and local councils which in the

The reactor at Hartlepool nuclear power
station, shut down last March after a
"minor incident", is to remain closed
for at least 4 months longer than at
first announced. Crippled by a burst
boiler tube, the Central Electricity
Generating Board said originally the
station would be generating power again
by the end of April. Not for the first
time, it seems the incident was more
serious than was at first revealed. A
spokesperson has now said that the
reactor would be closed until "about
September".
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HAPPY NOW: BUT FACING
A LOW—PAID FUTURE

past had almost a monopoly. More import-
antly employers have got a bigger say in
education than ever before - the review
board of the commission for vocational
education has 4 employers out of a total
of 9 members. Some might say: "But why
shouldn't the employers have a say in
education? After all it's them who give
out the jobs." Well, for a start, educa-
tion shouldn't just be a factory for
training workers but a way of developing
all our natural skills whether or not
they are useful for capitalist“ Secondly
it also assumes employers are education-
al experts who can predict what skills
workers will need in up to 5 years‘ time
- they aren't and they can't. Most of
Britain's top employers are ex-public
school boys to whom a balanced education
means rugby, Latin and a flogging in the
head's office. Thus kids are trained for
jobs that simply may not exist when they
leave school. And because the MSC
defines vocational education as that
"directly relevant to work", kids get
such a narrow education they may not be
able to get work in any other field.

Vocational education has other bad
effects - more pupils leave school early
because they have the mistaken idea that
YTS will continue training they got with
TVEI and also give them a wage. Chil-
dren from less well-off families are
conned into taking a 2nd rate education
while those whose parents can afford to
keep them at school do A-levels. As the
National Union of Students put it:
"young people will divide like sheep and
goats....at 16, or more likely at 14.

process has already begun in some

hampering repairs would appear to be the
reactor's design. (Remember that during
the Chernobyl emergency apologists for
the British nuclear industry tried to
make out that the Russian reactor was of
a primitive design and that the same
thing could never happen here, etc,
etc.)

The cost to the CEGB of replacing
the output from nuclear stations with
"more expensive" coal and oil-generated
electricity is supposed to be £100,000 a
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After Chernobyl will this be next years fashion for us all ?
The accident, in which about a tonne

of water escaped is the most serious to
have taken place in one of the Advanced
Gas-Cooled Reactors (AGR). The CEGB
has said locating the leak took longer
than expected and claims it also intends
to take advantage of the shutdown to
make improvements. But the main thing

day. This of course is based on the
official comparative figures for nuclear
and fossil fuel generated power - fig-
ures which are systematically fiddled in
order to justify the dangerous and very

less the cost of the incident at Hartle-
pool must be considerable and is now

cases with the introduction of TVEI."
It is clear that education is being
sabotaged by "over-emphasis on skills
that derive from others‘ often mistaken
view of what the economy needs". (Pro-
fessor Prlng, Department of Education,
Exeter University and an assessor for
TVEI in four areas.)

What can we expect from the parties‘?
The Tories are obviously committed to
vocational education and training cour-
ses but so are Labour. it was Labour who
first tried to hide rising youth unem-
ployment with phoney schemes. Their only
answer is work disguised as training
schemes in exchange for the dole. All we
can expect from them is an expanded YTS/
JTS scheme (possibly under a different
name) and a further expansion of so-
called vocational education.

Some have suggested the way out of
the problems of the education system
lies in alternatives - educating your
children at home or via "free" schools.
These present many problems for working
class people. Perhaps this is why those
that advocate such ideas often aren't
working class themselves. Education at
home is a partial solution for those
with enough time and money and have the
education themselves to do it, ruling
out a lot of us for a start. At the end
of the day, however, children still need
qualifications to compete for work.
increasingly these are polluted by the
ideas of TVEI and YTS. Also teaching
kids at home is dependent on the agree-
ment of the government and education
authorities. if they began to see it as
a threat to the established order they
could soon make it illegal or unwork-
able, as they have almost done with the
free school movement.

The problem we must face is not one
of trying in vain to produce a system
that works within capitalism - no system
can because capitalism itself is an
unworkable system. What we must do is
build to overthrow capitalism so that
all people can have the education they
need and want, not the crude training
for work that capitalism wants.
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expected to run to £16 millions. The
Hartlepool station is a standing joke
and has been plagued with problems dur-
ing and since construction. According to
figures compiled by Nuclear Engineering
International earlier this year it has
been producing electricity for only 17.2
per cent of the time since it was com-
missioned. So much for their brave new
world.

The Tories‘ plans to privatise the
electricity industry would presumably
include the nuclear power stations.
Labour's policy pledges not to build the
Pressurised Water Reactor (PWR) at Size-
well, to invest in alternative energy
research and to undertake an energy
conversion programme. But that's hardly
surprising since there's votes in eco-
logy at the moment. People should know
by now how much a politician's promise
is worth. Meanwhile there's a cold wind
blowing from the Ukraine....

OR THEY MIGHT HAVE HELP
A conventional war would spread radio-
activity over a wide area of Europe,
making it uninhabltable for generations.
A conventional invasion of West Germany
would result in a dozen "Chernobyls", as
nuclear plants were destroyed by bomb-
lng. A report by Dan Plesch of Bradford
University studies the effects of such
an attack on the 1.2 megawatt plant at
Geeschacht-Kreummel near the East Germ an
border. The report states that in the
event of an attack a reactor half the
size would require an immediate evac-
uation of some 750,000 people from the
area, which would be uninhabltable for
years to come. There are 30 reactors in
Germany, 38 in Britain and 120 in Europe
as a whole. The effects should one

expensive nuclear programme. Neverthe- tenth, say, of these be attacked by
conventional weapons don't leave much to
the imagination.
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The findings of the most extensive
British survey yet on VDU workers and
health, were presented to the 1987 con-
ference of the VDU Workers‘ Rights
Campaign, held in London. The research
shows that VDU workers, mostly women,
take more sick leave and complain of
more muscular aches and pains, headaches
and stress than other workers. Over 80%
of VDU workers reported eye and vision
problems.

The conference, attended by 120
trade union representatives and VDU
workers, heard that a direct correlation
has been found between the incidence of
health complaints and the amount of time
spent on a VDU. The research backs the
VDU Workers Rights Campaign's demands
for a statutory limit on the amount of
time VDU workers spend on the machine.
The campaign is calling for a maximum of
50% of the working day to be spent on a
VDU, the right of prospective parents to
transfer off VDU work and for changes
in the design jobs, machinery and the
office, to protect workers‘ health. The
campaign's demands have the support of
four white collar unions (CPSA, NCU,
NGA and SCPS) as well as women's and
community groups.

Meanwhile, the Department of Employ-
ment's Health and Safety Executive
(HSE) has given VDU's a clean bill of
health in guidelines for computer opera-
tors recently. The guidelines warn of
the known and well established problems,
like eyestrain,"'but they see no scien-
tific grounds for attributing radiation
and unsuccessful pregnancy to VDU's.

The HSE consults expert bodies such
as the National Radiological Protection
Board which insists that any radiation
generated by a VDU is well below the
levels considered harmful. Their ‘leaflet
dismisses the use of protective devices
like screen shields with a simple "no".
There is no cause to worry about the
effects of VDU work on pregnancy and
the leaflet puts the occurence of clus-
ters of reported girth defects down to
"statistical chance .

More about these issues and the
research findings can be found in the
report of the conference - available
from: City Centre, 32-35 Featherstone
Street, London ECI - price £1.00

Conservatism
Run Amok

The inauguration of Republican governor,
Evan Mecham, described "as perhaps the
most conservative major office holder in
America today" in January has made local
politics, if little else, a reliable
source of entertainment. Mecham's very
first act as governor placed Arizona in
the national headlines when he revoked
Martin Luther King's birthday as a state
holiday. This is consistent behaviour in
a man whose friends belong to such
organisations as the arch-conservative
John Birch Society and the far-right
Unification Church (moonies) of Korean
Reverend Sun Myung Moon. One of his own
quaint beliefs is that the US con-
stitution is the direct work of God, now
under attack by a socialist conspiracy
led by bankers with "foreign entangle-
ments".

And this ignorance of things foreign
is pervasive. The average Arizonan
vacations in California, occasionally
venturing into Mexico (which, after ail,
is closer to home than Montreal). This

ir-

lack of worldliness gcan lead to some
amusing misconceptions, as witnessed by
the following advice in the Phoenix
Metro magazine: "Even a small-time
businessman travelling in the danger
zones of Europe and the Middle East is a
potential target. Unless lt is absolute-
ly necessary avoid the trouble spots.
Don't go to the Middle East or Greece or
Italy. Stay out of France. But if you
must go keep a low profile. Never eat in
a sidewalk cafe. Use side entrances
where possible. Make your reservations
under a false name, make dual reserv-
ations and never use your company credit
card to make reservations. Never allow
your room to be cleaned in your absence.
Look for escape routes. Leave your
lights on at all times. Avoid waterbeds
and balconies." Something to keep in
mind when you're abroad and feeling
slightly paranoid!
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"We call on our comrades of the IWA and
Chilean comrades in Europe, not to for-
get the Libertarians that are still in
Chile, people that are fighting for lib-
ertarian ideas. Don't leave us isolated.
In these times of struggle against the
Dictatorship, we need the solidarity of
all.

Grupos De Accion Directa.

The following is adapted from a state-
ment issued by the Grupos de Accion
Directa (Direct Action Groups) after a
meeting they held in Buenos Airies at
the end of January in the presence of
comrades from ithe FORA (Argentine Reg-
ional Workers‘ Federation, section of
the IWA) and tile IWA General Secretary.
At the end of March news came through to
the IWA that the Chilean comrades had
made it back safely to Chile. Contacts
with the IWA are now formalised.

The situation in Chile worsened af-
ter '76 when unemployment increased and
hunger, the major problem for Chilean
people, began to strike - neither the
dictatorship, the Catholic Church or the
political parties have solutions - not
even the Marxists, they are too busy
caught up in power struggles, forgetting
people's problems. To fill this vacuum
the Direct Action Groups, who are trying
to form the FACH (Anarchist Federation
of Chile), are involved in the popular
struggle of "Los Campamentos" to combat
hunger with dignity. "Los Campamentos"
(or seizure of land) is a movement look-
ing to group together all those most af-
fected by the dictatorship's economic
plans, by creating workshops as the in-
dustrial answer to economic problems.
Cars and houses are repaired, clothes
made, etc. These are exchanged with
goods from the countryside co-operatives
and ports in a self-managed way. Direct
Action members in the Santiago area
direct their efforts toward re-con-
structing the co-ordinating groups and
defending the right to organise.

Direct Action members do not support
the "Focistas" (Focos - armed struggle
based on Che Guevara's ideas) which they
see as suicidal and a failure. However,
many young Anarchists have fallen into
this trap and some have died - their
bravery is respected, but not the form
of struggle. Basic human rights must be
established such as the right to see
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hidden prisoners. The dictatorship must
be bought down from inside Chile, but

allow the return of the 3,500 comrades
prohibited from entering Chile. Entering
secretly is no better than giving up to
the military to be arrested and possibly
killed. The strategy consists of exiles
presenting themselves to the military
tribunals, now acting against the dic-
tatorship. Divisions within the military
are very real, witness the case of those
comrades in the MIR, who the government
wanted dead for actions in 1982. They
presented themselves before a tribunals
which rejected the death penalty. With
such divisions in mind we say "enough
91 this dictatorship" .

As Anarchists, unlike the Marxists
and Christians, the Direct Action Groups
do not struggle to sieze power but so
the needs of all the people can be met.
They follow the libertarian traditions
in Chile, not presenting themselves as
leaders or a vanguard, even when circum-
stances mean they could. Theirs is the
hard struggle against the dictatorship,
in the "Roof Committees" (the movement
for the right to housing and to seize
the land, occupying the wealthy minor-
ity's property). in an occupied area a
"policiinico", schools, work co-opera-
tives, libertarian centres and homes are
set up. All organising is horizontal -
the whole community decides everything
in assemblies. The government, however,
cracks down on this positive work heavi-
ly - such a camp set up in 1969 (the
Magali Morato camp - named after a dead
comrade) ran until the dictatorship took
it over - they now call it "New Dawn".

There are attacks from all sides -
by capitalists and marxists, stealing
slogans, shamelessly using words like
rebellion, comrade, libertarian...... to
fool people, though they have no real
belief in the ideas behind such words.
These people are authoritarian through
and through like in Russia and Nicaragua
where parties, not the people, have the
power. The Direct Action Groups will not
make the same mistakes as in Allende's
day, when they warned of the repression,
but were accused of childishness and
wanting to divide the struggle, but the
repression came and they were all nearly
destroyed. Therefore they don't align
themselves with anyone, even Marxists.
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At Liverpool, Roberto Torres, a Chilean
exile, about to start the Irish leg of a
European speaking tour about resistance
to the Pinochet dictatorship, was told
by Special Branch officers: "If you
attempt to board the boat you will be
arrested". This was after being held for
2 hours on entering Britain before
speaking at a number of well-attended
meetings. The Branch confiscated notes
for his speech as well as a video about
current events in Chile. After 2 hours
he was told that an exclusion order
under the Prevention of Terrorism Act,
which he wasn't allowed to see, had been

._.. 1".
granted barring entry to the 6 counties.
With one of the meetings to be held in
Belfast, the British authorities didn't
want the links between the situations in
Chile and the 6 Counties to be made too
obvious. The planned meeting in Dublin
on April 14th was turned into a protest
at the exclusion. After a brief talk
about what happened and the use of re-
pressive legislation in Britain and ire-
land, the meeting was adjourned to the
British Airways office where a picket
was placed calling for the scrapping‘ of
the PTA and expressing solidarity with
Chilean libertarians.

international pressure is needed to M "Tm r
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"Socialist" government send the troops in to supress Reninosa
There have been well over 300 anti-
government demonstrations in Spain since
the start of January. Since the "Social-
ist" government lurched one step further
to the right this year, many sectors of
industry - airline staff, teachers, day-
labourers, miners, car workers, farmers,
dockers, doctors, steel and transport
workers - have come out on strike. The
main grievances centre around wage free-
zes (a "Socialist" minister, Carlos Sol-
chaga, recently told the bosses not to
grant workers more than 5% pay risesll;
redundancies (the so-called government's
"reconversion" programme) and mass unem-
ployment (around 3 million and rising
despite government promises before the
elections to create 800,000 new jobs).

One struggle the CNT-AIT (National
Confederation of Labour, an anarcho-
syndicaiist union and Spanish section of
the IWA) has a real influence in is the
ship-builders‘ strike in Puerto Real (in
Andalucia, one of the most dep’f'éssed
areas of Spain). Anger has been rising
ever since 1983 when unions and manage-
ment signed an agreement to ensure
enough work for the 3,500 or so work-
force. Since this agreement was made
just one ship has been built and more
redundancies are threatened. Understand-
ably, feelings are running high. Already
over 100 hundred people have been in-
jured in clashes with the Guardia Civil
(Spain's paramilitary police) and many
more have been arrested, including 8
CNT-AIT members. As with Wapping and
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the miners' strike "outside agitators"
are being blamed for all the violence
yet no evidence has ever been produced.

Even more bitter is a steelworkers'
strike in the northern town of Reinosa,
near Santander. When management threat-
ened to lay off some 1200 people a
strike was called and, to underline the
fact that the strikers meant business,
the President of the company was taken
hostage. Since that day, in mid-March,
Reinosa has been under a virtual "state
of siege" as _most of the town's popula-
tion (some 13,000 people) clash almost
daily with the armed police and civil
guards (backed up by the way with tanks
and helicoptersll. Tension heightened
further on 6th May when a 32-year old
worker, Gonzalo Ruiz, died in hospital
after inhaling an excessive amount of
police tear gas.

The intensity of the strikes has
caught both the CCOO (Communist) and
UGT (Socialist) unions unawares although
it is true to say that the CCOO is
doing its best to manipulate anti-gov-
ernment feeling in the hope that this
will lead to more Communist votes at the
next election. The UGT, linked to the
ruling Socialist Party, is understand-
ably in crisis. interestingly many of
the strikes have by-passed the union
bureaucracies of the UGT and CCOO in
favour of general assemblies. This can
only be good news for anarcho-syndical-
ists and the CNT-AIT in the future.

REVOLUTIONARY UNIONISM IN LATIN
LATIN AMERICA

P YERRIL & L ROSSER - ASP £1.50

South America is a continent in turmoil
which should be studied by all Liber-
tarian revolutionaries. The development
of the situation there will before long
have an immense effect on the course of
the world. This pamphlet dispite its‘
title is about the heroic union confed-
eration of Argentina, the FORA (Federac-
ion Obera Regional Argentina). The FORA
was founded in 1901, and was for 30
years the main focus of working class
action in Argentina. The pamphlet gives
a clear outline of the FORA's history
and organisation, although it's a little
light on analysis. lt provides a useful
introduction to one of South America's
and Anarcho-Syndicalism's important lab-
our movements. if this pamphlet whets
your appetite we can recommend the
following reading on Argentine anarcho—
syndicalism and anarchism:

* "Reminisences of Pampas Life, The
Tragic Week of 1919 Argentina". This
appeared in "Anarchist Review" No 4.

* "Syndicalism in Practice" No.2
(still avalible from A..S.P.)

* "In Patagonia" by Bruce Chatwin.
This deals in passing with the move-
ment in Patagonia but also refers to
"Los Vengadores de la Patagonia
Tragica" by Osvaldo Bayer, vols. 3,
Buenos Aires 1972 (which should be
interesting to those who read Span-
ish .

Write to: ASP, BM Hurricane, London,
WCIN 3XX. or
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STRIKE WAVE IN
YUGOSLAVIA

In March the Yugoslav government ordered
a partial pay freeze despite 85% infla-
tion. The response of workers was a wave
of wildcatstrlkes building up momentum
in late April and early May. These 1n-
cluded strikes at the country‘-s biggest
steel complex, Smederero near Belgrade,
the capital; at a rolling stock plant in
Kratjevo in Serbia and many smaller
plants near the capital. Coal miners
struck in early April demanding a 150%
pay rise and the removal of several
managers. Atl the Rasa coal mines 1700
strikers were joined by white collar
workers. The miners returned to work on
the llth of May after 33 days out,
winning a 46% pay increase and the
resignations of a number of managers.
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'n the last 8 years Thatcher has head-
ed a vicious assault on the working

. .class. Hospitals have closed; a legal
straight-jacket placed around the trade
unions; wages cut; whilst the unemployed
bear the brunt of the squeeze. Yet what
alternatives are now presented to us?
The Liberal/SDP Alliance are recognised
as 2nd rate Tories. But Labour offers a
raw deal too: only a million "jobs"
(largely places on government schemes)
in 5 years; Cruise to stay whilst arms
talks drag on; and more hobbies on the
beat. Considering Labour's past sell-
outs, if this is what they offer before
they get in what can we expect if they
get there?

To answer this, look at the "radic-
al" Labour councils like Lambeth who are
now voting for cuts and Ealing, [sling-
ton and Camden who are attacking their
workers in a way which will gain in in-
tensity whatever happens in the general
election. Even the Militant-controlled
Liverpool council threatened to lay off
workers. Despite minor gains for the
left at the beginning of the '80's, Lab-
our has moved back to the right with the
left capitulating at ever-y stage. The
truth is, Labour has always acted to the
benefit of the bosses and to the detri-
ment of workers. A Labour Premier intro-
duced nuclear weapons to Britain without
even consultin the cabinet let alone8 ..
Parliament. Labour introduced the first
racist immigration laws; it sent troops
to Ireland and introduced the repressive
Prevention of Terrorism Act; it has used
troops in strikes more than the Tories.
Who could really believe Labour will
reverse the Public Order Act or anti-
trade union laws?

1

 i- - - - - .-

arliament has always been the pre-
serve of the British ruling class.
After the industrial revolution the
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Labour is the political expression of the trade union leadership
To understand this behaviour we must

understand the capitalist system and its
electoral process. The myth of elector-
alism lies in the belief that capturing
the existing capitalist political insti-
gutions is sufficient to bring change.
Parliamentary democracy separates poli-
tical power from the economic sphere -
the workplace, the point of production
wherein lies real working class power.
Anarcho-syndicalists argue that even in
the event of a Labour government elected
on a "socialist" programme the real
masters would be company directors,
bankers, law lords, top civil servants,
security chiefs and army generals — the
ruling class. For these puppet masters
the public school old boy network oper-
ates, rather than the limited elective
principle of bourgeois democracy. These

the TUC", to give the reformist trade
union leadership a voice in parliament,
it has accepted the basic principles of

bourgeoisie demanded political power to
go with the economic position they had
attained. When the working class in its
turn demanded equal political rights
this was rightly seen as a revolutionary
demand.

Chartism, the first British working
ing class political movement, wasn't
simply a struggle about parliamentary
representation but about the whole ques-
tion of democratic control in the work-
places and communities which had come
under pressure with the increasing state
intrusion into working class life. Slow-
ly the right to vote was extended but
only when the ruling class knew they
could retain control. The rules of the
game were changed; power was transferred
to the state bureaucracy and the vote
became a method of diverting pressure
for change into acceptable channels - an
alternative to revolution. Democracy was
grafted on to capitalism but was confin-
ed to the political sphere - economic
exploitation continued. This produced a
passive electorate with workers treated
as cogs in the wheels of production, en-
couraged to believe that only by handing
the responsibility of running society to
an elite group could it be saved from
chaos. Apathy is good for capitalism!

Since the Labour Party was formed,
as Bevin put it, "out of thebowels of

capitalist democracy. From the start it
wasn't a workers' party" but the vehicle
of people who want to maintain capital-
ism. The trade unlon bureaucracy is a
mediator between the bosses and labour
force so, although its power is based on
the workers, it has a vested interest in
a healthy capitalist system. Anyhow,
once the parliamentary road was chosen
opportunity for change was lost. In the
years up to 1914 Labour had no socialist

are the people that Klnnock must really
convince Labour is fit to govern - fit
to maintain the pretence of democracy in
a system where all the power and wealth
is in the hands of a few. This is why
Kinnock condemned the miners and print-
ers; why Labour's loyal trade union
leaders have abandoned strike after
strike to defeat; why Labour. could never
scrap the anti-union laws and fudges
over nuclear disarmament and why the
teachers were asked to suspend industri-
al action during the election campaign.

We can see what has happened under
Labour's counterparts governing in other
countries. In France, under the "social-
ist" government of Mitterand, workers
faced austerity measures (cuts) now
carried on by Chirac's conservative gov-

alitlon representing the Labour Party
was falling to pieces with the reformist
leadership becoming more and more
divorced from the syndicalist-influenced
rank and ffle.

During World War One those militants
not imprisoned led the shop stewards‘
movement. Labour and the TUC were total-
ly incapacitated, joining the war fever.
As war weariness grew, rank and file
discontent erupted, so that by the end
of the war Britain was in turmoil again
with another wave of crippling strikes
coupled with soldiers‘ revolts.

After the war a new "socialist" con-
stitution was adopted by Labour includ-
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ernment. French workers on the railways
and in other sectors showed the way
forward through militant class struggle
run by workers' assemblies and councils.

Meanwhile Spanish workers have borne
the brunt of Gonzalez‘ "socialist" aus-
terity measures and have fought back.
Countrywide strikes have culminated in
pitched battles with police in response
to a government 5% pay rise limit. There
are also cuts in social security and
employers are allowed to lower pensions.
More flexibility and productivity are
demanded. Workers in the northern steel
town, Reinosa, disarmed the hated civil
guard and chased them out of the commun-
ity after being attacked for protesting
against large scale redundancies. In
contrast to this the Socialist Party led
UGT (General Workers‘ Union) makes major
concessions to the bosses.

In Australia, the Labour government,
recently announced a mini-budget, cut-
ting public expenditure by over £420
million. It is cutting back on unemploy-
ed benefit andgemploying more "snoopers"
while public "ssets are being sold off
and real wage levels have dropped by 2%
since gaining power.

So whether Labour, Tory or Alliance
govern the boss class is still in power
and parliamentary democracy remains a
sham. Many people are alienated by a
process which they realise can give them
nothing. Across the country the absten-
tion rate is 25%. In some inner city
areas only around 30-35% of those eligi-
ble actually bother to vote. A large
proportion of these come from the most
exploited groups - black youth, the un-
employed and women. For them especially,
the alternatives on the ballot paper are
no real choice. Parliament is nothing
but a farce and a charade!

blueprint for nationalisation. This did
not reflect any new-found belief in
socialism but the radicalisation that
had taken place before, during and after
the war. The Labour Party had to divert
the revolutionary upsurge and to channel
militant working class self-activity in-
to parliamentary democracy and the dead-
ening passiveness that goes hand in hand
with it. It was a victory for Fabianism
and especially for the‘ TUC who, through
their block votes, could control the
party executive and therefore its organ-
isation and policies. This has proved
decisive in the years since as the
Labour Party sought to present itself as
respectable and responsible enough for
government.

policies and was recognised by the
Liberals as the "best weapon against the
syndicalists", who were at the heart _o_f
the massive upsurge in working class
militancy.

During the years 1910-14 the British
working class showed the alternative to
parliamentarianism. Wave after wave of
strikes occurred with whole communities
taking to the streets to fight pitched
battles with the police and army. Gun-
boats moved into the Mersey, guns train-
ed on working class areas, after workers
took over the docks (firms such as P&O
had to ask for i dockers' dispensation to
move goods). All over, workers fought
for control of their own lives. Striking
miners dynamited the managers‘ houses;
striking railworkers sabotaged signal
boxes; women set up burning barricades
to stop intrusions by mounted police
into working class districts. "Direct
action" was on everyone's lips; the co-

ing the (in)famous "Clause Four", the

our candidate "knows and under-
stands. There is no doubt that he
knows and understands the problems

that are of concern to the vast majority
of people in the‘ town." So says a Labour
leaflet from a North West town where
Labour has held the seat since 1945, and
the council since 1935. it goes on to
say that amongst these issues are: unem-
ployment, housing, the health service
and education. We are then told that
"Labour has the policies to deal with
our problems." Well that's good, but we
can't help thinking that if they have
the policies now, why hadn't they used
them during the last Labour government?
Yet a look at the record of that govern-
ment tells the whole sordid story.

It's not that Labour didn't under-
stand working class people's problems
- Labour's manifesto had said back in
1974: "for the vast majority of families
the economic crisis takes the form of
fear for their jobs, ever rising prices
(particularly food prices) and ever ris-
ing housing costs (particularly council
rents and mortgage rates), coupled with
the most drastic cuts in their income
that people have experienced since the
'30's." Again you only have to look at
the record to see Labour was no better
able to hold prices down or reverse the
decline of wages in real terms. We
cannot escape the fact that under Labour

continued over
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inequality between the classes grew - as
the top 5% became richer, the bottom 50%
grew poorer. D0 we seriously want them
back? Will they be different now‘?

Now the Labour Party under Kinnock
and Hattersley try to put forward a new
brighter image. The "socialist" image of
nationalisation and a strong bureaucracy
has been discarded. As Tony Benn said on
May Day, I979: "The time has come for
the whole labour movement to face the
harsh realities, take up the challenge
and reorganise its own role, party
structure and organisation." He can't
say that they didn't listen.

The fact is, Labour is a prisoner of
the system. instead of seeking a change
to socialism, it is part of the state,
seeking "corporatism" where union lead-
er the state and em loyers co-operateS, P
to run industry. ~'This allows the working
class organisations, -the unions, to be-
come part of the» state control apparatus
working against our class. In the past,
Labour tried to contain workers with
"social contracts" protecting both the
position of the trade union leadership,
and the bosses‘ profits. Last time this
ended with the "Winter of Discontent" as
the whole lot collapsed under the weight
of workers' militancy. Labour has no
choice but to _attack workers like the
Tories do. The last Labour government
agreed to enforce cuts to get an inter-
national Monetary Fund loan. Now there
is a crisis and the world of commerce
and industry prefer their friends in the
Tory Party to govern.

The crisis is very real. It extends
through the whole of the industrialised
world, both the "Socialist Eastern Bloc"
and the "Capitalist Western Bloc". Any
government whether Alliance, Tory, or
L_ahour,- would penalise the working class
as much now as at any time. Over the
last 20 years there have been rumours of
the extreme right's doubts about Lab-
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our's ability to perform the tasks -
they haven't hesitated to use all means,
even plotting coups, against the state.
Now with the recession biting deeper the
economic climate is sharper and a "left
wing" government would face greater
pressures.
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For many communities capitalism now offers no hope
oes anybody really believe that
any government can re-build the
steel mills in Corby and Shotton?

etc? Can they reopen the coalfields? The
problems are far greater than they can
manage. The declining economy has meant
the run-down of the NHS, increasing
homelessness and the massive rise in
unemployment.

Which ever party gets in will make
little difference. The government of the
day is tied to international capital. It
has to keep down wages to attract multi-
national investment; crush the unions
and organised labour as demands to im-
prove wages and conditions damage the
capitalist economy; keep public spending
low (meaning the poor suffer) otherwise
it will get into debt. Capitalism has
always been prone to crises and it's
always the working class who are forced
to bail out the system by massive cuts
in living standards, not to mention
people in the 3rd world who pay with
their lives. All three parties are
committed to this system.

Britain's economy is the least like-
ly among the leading developed countries
to recover fully, and at an equal pace
to others such as France, Germany, and
Holland from the present recession. The
UK share of world trade in manufacturing
fell from 20% in 1955 to under 9% in
1976. Conversely the percentage of im-
ported finished manufactured goods rose
from 8% in I961 to 21% in 1976. Given

the British economy has declined faster
than its major rivals and that there is
little sign of the so-called hi-tech
(Sun-rise) boom which was supposed to
replace heavy industry, we see just how
limited Britain's chances of recovery
are. The economy is kept afloat by North
Sea oil, but what will happen when it
runs out in the '90's? Britain is
becoming a second rate economy. Under
capitalism full employment and decent
public services won't return.

The only jobs being created are in
the low-paid, often non-unionised, ser-
vice sector. And in a desperate attempt
to lower unemployment figures (and pro-
vide cheap labour) many of us are forced
into" various CP and YTS work-for-the-
dole schemes which are supported by all
parties. The Tory-proposed JTS scheme,
to be administered for profit by the
private sector instead of job centres,
means people having to work for what
they get on the dole. The scheme is also
to be compulsory amounting to industrial
conscription. Such a mobile, unorganlsed
cheap labour force is also an ideal
strike-breaking weapon.

The future looks bleak - a low waged
economy, often based on temporary and
part-time workers, many on government
schemes. This is not to say that every-
one will be poor - but there will be a
greater degree of division between the
classes and a lowering of the average
standard of living.

_ 

he left in the Labour Party often
blame Kinnock for pandering to the
press, ditching "socialist" poli-

cies. This rightward gallop cannot be
denied. The party's Public Relations de-
partment has worked so hard to moderate
its image that they often outflank_ the
Tories. The leadership scapegoats the
Militant Tendency and so-called "loony
left" for their policies on racism and
lesbian and gay positive images. But we
cannot agree with the left's conclusion
that socialist policies and a socialist
programme are necessarily vote winners.
Although Labour's promises have often
become indistinguishable from the Liber-
al/SDP Alliance's, this alone can't
account for Labour's declining popular-
ity since 1945 when it had the clear
support of over 50% of the electorate.

While many activists are appalled at
l(innock's witch-hunts and attacks on
rate-capped councillors they swallowed
their disgust and have canvassed tire-
lessly in the interests of- unity. And it
is precisely this ideology of "elector-
alism" which is the root, of the prob-
lem, leading to the disintegration of
the Labour loft. The Tribune group and
Labour Co-ordlnating Committee with Ken
Livingstone prominent have both moved
sharply to the right, breaking ranks
over rate-capping, often welcoming the
witch-hunts. They put a Labour victory
before all else. The consequence of this
"don't rock the boat" policy are obvious
- after years of defeated strikes and
mass redundancies there is widespread
demoralisation"'and susceptibility of the
working class to right-wing ideas.
Although Labour's traditional vote has
not fallen away there is some shift to
the Alliance but more significant is the
increase in abstentionism.

Neither Red Wedge, Black Sections,
nor the proposed Ministry for Women have
inspired significant sections of the
class to join Labour. The left did enjoy
some gains in the early '80's, however,
managing to force through compulsory re-
seiection of MP's in 1981; Tony Benn
narrowly lost the deputy leader contest;
the GLC's "fares-fair" policy was Very
popular; and the left Labour councils’
initially defiant stand over rate-capp-
ing was their political high-water mark.
But with the backlash by the union bur-
eaucracy the logic of eiectoralism gain-
ed the upper hand. Council after council
capitulated before the law, averting
confrontation through the use of "creat-
ive accountancy" and "deferred payments
schemes". This has only meant massive
rates bills the following year and the
implementation of cuts in council jobs
and public services.

t is therefore clear that the prior-
ity for the British working class is
not the ballot box but surely the re-

storing of confidence at a rank and file
level which means building an organisa-
tion that is run and controlled by its
members, based on the shop floor and on
the streets as an alternative to the
social democracy of the Labour Party.
Such an organisation would be a defence
against the inroads of capitalism on our
already low living standards; it -would
carry the fight forward so that we as a
class can challenge capitalism's hold on
society and would be a vehicle for its
overthrow; it would be the means where-
by, following our successful takeover,
we can run society as a class, taking
back responsibility for our own lives.
This type of organisation is a revolu-
tionary union which we must begin to
build now, forming rank and file and
community action groups. it is essential
to be well prepared for a future escala-
tlon in the class struggle. To demand
what the capitalists say is impossible
must become our new realism.

Another priority for our class is to
overcome the issues that divide us -
racism, sexism, anti-gay and -lesbian
bigotry, British nationalism and in some
cases religion. These divisions aren't
necessarily unchangeable but they do
exist, cutting across class lines and
eroding class solidarity. The whole
parliamentary system helps to sustain
them. They must be overcome for the
working class to carry out its emancipa-
tion. Only by organising as a class in
our workplaces and communities can they
begin to disappear.
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Kinnock blames the left for
Labour's declining popularity

The left didn't stand a chance. To
force through even the limited reforms
they offered, the support of rank and
file workers was needed, but given the
economic climate workers fear for their
own jobs more than anything else. In
1983 union leaders shifted to the right
following Thatcher's re-election in line
with Len Murray's "New Realism". As
unions exist to negotiate the price of
labour within capitalism, "New Realism"
was a concession to the Tory idea that
greedy workers must pay for the crisis.
Union leaders argued that only Labour
could regenerate the economy. Since the
Labour Party was created by the trade
union bureaucracy to represent their
interests it must come as no surprise to
revolutionaries that the Labour left
were bound to bow to their strength.

The Labour left's power is in the
Constituency Labour Parties (CLPs). But
at the 1985 conference they had 614,000
votes compared to the 5,871,000 block
votes of the unions. The unions have the
largest single block of representatives
on the party's National Executive Coun-
cil (NEC). The unions elect 12 members
on to the NEC while CLPs elect 7. Apart
from a Socialist Society representative
there are 5 women elected by the union-
dominated conference. The NEC and the
party's Parliamentary Committee draw up
the election manifesto and are not
necessarily bound by conference decis-
ions. Labour's rightward drift follows
inevitably from the "New Realism" due to
the, in-built power -of the trade union
bureaucracy.

The future looks bleak for social-
ists in the Labour Party. Those who
still see radical, even revolutionary,
change if the left becomes dominant are
living in a dream world which is as old
as the party itself. The fate of these
activists is always the same - either
forced out, absorbed or just bought off.
In the end they are trapped by Labour's
electoralism, the need to be elected at
the next election or the one after that.
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"slag"

Yes, the working class has the power
to create a living, breathing form of
society which will involve ordinary
people at the level of their everyday
lives in the workplace and community. We
advocate a society run through mass
assemblies in which everybody in a given
workplace or community can participate.
Administrative functions and co-ordina-
tlon with other assemblies would be
through workers' councils with all dele-
gates mandated and subject to immediate
recall through their respective assem-
blies. This sort of society is not just
an ideal but a reality which can only
come out of the class struggle between
the workers and bosses. For the working
class there is only one alternative - we
must organise as a class to fight back
against the attacks upon us and ultim-
ately to smash this stinking system.

Q4/yr 55
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During the first rolling strikes by
civil service workers in support of the
1987 pay claim, the issue of emergency
payments caused considerable arguments
amongst activists. The question was
whether NALGO members in town halls
should make the emergency Sections I, _l2
and I38 payments or the so-called "blan-
ket payments". The first type are limit-
ed to those with dependant children,
pensioners and disabled people while the
second would be made to any claimant
providing adequate identification.

Opponents of blanket payments argued
that for NALGO members to indiscrimin-
antly pay out money to claimants amount-
ed to doing CPSA members‘ work. In
Hackney and Southwark, for example, the
Labour councils refused to make blanket
payments saying it was strikebreaking.
in Lambeth, matters were further com-
plicated when a mass meeting of mainly
DHSS and Unemployed Benefit Office
workers voted for restricted emergency
payments only. However, Lambeth leader,
Linda Bellos, declared she'd make pay-
ments of £14 to every adult and £10 for
each child, regardless of what CPSA and
NALGO members wanted. She was also
quoted: "I'll cross their f...

picket lines.... I'll get private
security guards to pay the
money" (Guardian 11.5.87). Bellos has
since claimed she was misquoted but her
intervention only caused more confusion
amongst strikers. Although NALGO mem-
bers blacked the work, payments were
made by volunteers.

INADEQUATE
This disarray can only enable a

wedge to be driven between civil ser-
vants and unwaged workers. The union's
pathetic "We're on the same side" leaf-
let was completely inadequate to combat
this, only apologising for the strike.
The union must be blamed for leaving its
members completely unprepared for the
ensuing arguments. The problem is how
best to win claimants‘ support without
undermining the strike. The first point
to be made is that while DHSS -and UBO
workers are traditionally more militant
there are other strategic civil service
sectors. Workers in Customs and Excise,
the Passport Office, Air Traffic Control
and the Treasury can equally cause
administrative chaos. To concentrate on
the DHSS and the UBO's as CPSA shock
troops is to make the emergency payments
issue more important than it should be.

Secondly, events have often overtak-
en wranglings over what constitutes
scabbiing. Councils have made blanket
payments and more significantly claim-
ants in Camden and Hackney occupied the
Council chambers demanding money. In the
event of an all out indefinite strike,
surely the key to victory, it would be
difficult to argue that any claimants
should go without money. For revolution-
aries it is necessary to support such
actions as town hall occupations and not
to end up arguing against them. With
Tory ministers suddenly finding sympathy
for claimants and the likes of Linda
Bellos openly electioneering, strikers
could well lose the argument. NALGO
members in particular would find enforc-
ing a policy which is unpopular amongst
claimants and Labour councillors alike
very difficult.
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Striking civil service workers in Nottingham

CPSA activists should draw NALGO
members into the dispute by trying to
control how blanket payments are made.
We should demand that NALGO members
refuse to do means-tests as this amounts
to the assessment work of a DHSS worker.
We should demand that payments made
should not be deducted from benefits
after the strike. Linked to this is the
demand that no information about
claimants is given to the DHSS after the
strike. New government regulations mean
that payments by local authorities are
not necessarily recoverable from the
DHSS. Thus instead of councils confront-
ing the government for re-imbursement,
they will inevitably try to restrict the
blanket payments, which are especially
prone to fraudulant claims, by trying to
introduce means testing. If NALGO
members are then forced to take action
they """"will be siding with claimants
rather than appearing to obstruct them.
We must press for a strategy of uniting
with claimants by putting an impossible
strain on town halls to pay out money.

TI-IE FIGHT CONTINUES
Two of the three unions involved de-

bated the "way forward" at their confer-
ences. The Society of Civil and Public
Servants (SCPS) re-affirmed their dis-
approval of all out action. After a
lengthy debate at the Civil and Public
Servants Association (CPSA) conference
the vote was 5'31-300 against an all out
strike. A motion was adopted calling for
further action in June and July along
the selective regional strike lines.
There may eventually be a ballot on all
out strike action if this strategy
fails. I

The action chosen was as much to
preserve the fragile unity of. the union
coalition and the government, which
authorised talks between the unions and
Treasury. This only produced a wooly
promise to review wage levels at some
indeterminate time in the future. The
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NO SURRENDER! Keetons workers spell things out to Doyle

Treasury have sought to continue the
divide and rule policy, recently buying
off senior civil servants with a 12.5%
pay rise giving them (and MP's whose pay
is linked) a rise of £40 a week - twice
what the unions are demanding. The sur-
render of South Eastern civil service
workers with a £10 a week "regional
allowance". was also attempted.

The strike is the most important in
civil service history. A defeat would
see the introduction of regional pay,
merit pay, and the formation of public
corporations, instead of departments,
offering their own pay rates - an ob-
vious recipe for chaos and wage-cutting.
An all out strike will be the only
guarantee of success, but lack of con-
fidence and local co-ordination will
hamper efforts to build it. Many on the
left are already sounding the bells of
doom saying we should work for the
election of a Labour government.

RANK AND FILE CONTROL
For an all out strike to take place

the rank and file membership would have
to take control. We must encourage such
initiatives as the mass meeting of
activists in Lambeth Town Hall which cut
across the union's sectional divisions
whereby DHSS workers have no contact
with UBO and _|ob Centre workers. Local
inter-union strike committees must be
set up to administer strike funds, as
done in a number of offices. Activists
must demand area strike committees
elected by mass assemblies to replace
present regional and town committees
which are appointed from above, composed
of bureaucrats and a mystery to most
civil service workers. The very nature
of this top-down approach is stifling
rank and file initiative and action.

A rank and file steering committee
is being formed and in early June in-
tends to call its first meeting in
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The Civil and Public Services Associa-
tion (CPSA) held its national conference
in Blackpool. It was a typically stormy
week, both weatherwise and on the con-
ference floor. I000 delegates and many
observers combined to give the occasion-
al air of a civil war. The union is
divided into 4 political groups - the
National Moderate Group, including Tory,
Liberal and SDP members; the Democratic
Moderate Group, almost insignificant,
who disagree with the autocratic leader-
ship of the NMG; Broad Left '84, undern-
Communist and Tribunite (Labour Party
left) domination; and Broad Left, a
combination of Militant, SWP and some
other Trotskyist sects. Some Broad Left
activists are members because there is
no rank and file organisation.

All the groups are electorallst and
the largest cannot muster I000 members
in a union of 152,000. Heated debates
saw groups disagreeing on policy for no
other reason than their opponents were
arguing for some political policy. How-
ever the result of the week's debating
was for the union to campaign for the
Labour Party on election day and to
mount a campaign to affiliate to the
Labour Party. The conference agreed a
policy to fight racism, to support mem-
bers with the AIDS virus and generally
to seek better terms and conditions.

Discussions will continue with other
unions to form One Big Union of civil
service workers. There was much wrangl-
ing over a £52,000 pay out to the former
general secretary who now has a £25,000
a year job with the Trade Union Bank,
Unity Trust. A known right winger, the
decision to pay him the equivalent of 10
year's wages for the average union mem-
ber probably resulted in the right wing
losing the election to the Broad Left.
The right wing, however, have delayed
announcing the result of the election,
alleging postal delays (denied by the
post office) and problems caused during
the strike. They are hanging on to power
for as long as possible.

A constitutional quirk almost arose
which would have rendered CPSA as the
only union without a leadership for the
forseeable future. A motion was put from
the floor which would have sacked the
entire National Executive Committee in-
cluding the National President before
the announcement of new election re-
sults. Under the constitution only the
President can announce the results. Such
are the lost opportunities - the motion
needed a 2 thirds majority but failed by
a narrow margin.

in London, the Midlands, South Yorks,
and South Wales, with members of both
CPSA and SCPS involved. Its first
tasks as a committee will be to estab-
lish a programme, a bulletin and to
build its strength locally. Readers of
DA interested in a rank and file civil
service workers' organisation can write
to South West London DAM,"'c/o I21 Rail-
ton Rd, Brixton, London, SE24.

_ London. Already contacts have been made Civil service_worl<er_s (CPSA)

as

....r..

As reported in DA 39 thirty members of
the AEU (Amalgamated Engineering Union)
have been on strike since July last year
when management broke agreements on
staffing and safety. The workers were
sacked within 5 minutes after they voted
2-1 in a secret ballot in favour of
strike action.

Since then ACAS officials agreed to
mediate between strikers and management
but talks never took place as Keetons
refused to meet a 3rd party. They seem
happy losing money - Doyle, managing

_I 

bers are still approached ‘with tempting
offers to break the strike but strikers
tell each other, and _management are
treated with the contempt they deserve.

information received from a support-
er reveals that one scab is the landlord
of the Nag's Head at Shalesmoor, Shef-
field - this information appears to be
true. The following is a list of scab
haullers working together to supply a
base for Keetons: S&H Motors, Tinsley;
A&E Transport, Ecclesfield; Fesswick
Steel Stockholders; a green lorry, reg

director, admitted losing £3,500 a week NWB 513K; T Roberts. Aswn-» All Work is
since the strike started - he still
believes he can force the strikers back.
Management have contacted all firms who
are boycotting them, trying to win back
orders lost due to the strike but the __________ _____
bo cotts remain and letters ledging are §_lJ_l_?_§Q_§@; 110116 759041

coming and going via their stockyards.
The strikers require maximum pressure to
put a stop to them. Continued support is
vital to win - donations to: Keetons
Strike Committee AEU House Furnival

Y P _-_!-
support are flowing in. Individual mem-
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At Loughgall, County Armagh, on the
evening of Friday 8th May eight IRA
volunteers and a civilian were killed in
an ambush by a large force of heavily
armed SAS, backed up by the RUC Special
Support Unit's elite murder squad E4A.
The IRA was in the process of an attack
which demolished the RUC post in the
village, Anthony Hughes was killed in
his car 200 yards from the barracks and
his brother Oliver was seriously wound-
ed. The IRA operation was one of a long
series of attacks aimed at preventing
the sectarian RUC from operating effect-
ively outside the. range of its most
heavily fortified bases.

Although the number of deaths is
almost unique in the IRA's history (12
men were killed at Clonmult, County Cork
in I921, the third year of the Black 8:
Tan War), the outcome of the ambush and
the methods used come as no surprise. On
23rd February I985, Charlie Breslin,
Michael and David Devine had returned
their weapons to their arms dump near
Strabane, County "" Tyrone, when a large
force of SAS and RUC opened fire on
them from a carefully prepared ambush.
They were mown down unarmed and shout-
ing: "Don't shoot! Don't shootl". As
well as being riddled with machine gun
bullets, each man had a single pistol
bullet in the head.

EXECUTION
The Loughgall ambush was similarly

designed to leave no survivors, although
the IRA claims that some of the unit
escaped and witnessed the execution of
comrades who had been wounded or arrest-
ed. It was also designed as a propaganda
coup in the face of a very high level of
effective IRA operations. In particular
the killing of Lord Justice Maurice
Gibson, a pillar of the no-jury "Dip-
lock" courts, and more valued by the
establishment than your average squaddie
or peeler. These courts ran the notori-
ous "Supergrass" trials and have a
reputation for leniency towards loyalist
sectarian murder gangs.

The context of Loughgall has been
one of sustained attacks by the RUC and
the British Army on the anti-unionist
community in the six of Ulster's nine
counties occupied by Britain. Three IRA
volunteers have died this year before
Loughgall. The last, Finbarr Mcl(enna,
was killed in a premature explosion
during an attack on an RUC fort in West
Belfast. The funerals of the IRA's dead
 _ -
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It has recently been highligited to us
once again that regardless of various
laws in existence, it is not women who
are making decisions about their own
bodies. The case which has brought this
phenomenon to the forefront is that of
Jeanette, a 17 year old mentally
handicapped woman, has been condemned to
sterilisation by Sunderland City Coun-
cil.

However, it is not only handicapped
women who are being subjected to such
authoritarian decisions. Wendy Savage
revealed in "Abortion, Sterilisation and
Contraception”, that thousands of women
each year are treated with an N.H.S.
abortion, on the condition that they
allow sterilisation to be performed at
the same time. Not surprisingly, this
blackmail is used mainly on ethnic
minority and working class women who do
not have private treatment as an option.

in 1977, 9,000 women were sterilised
at the time of abortion, of which Wendy
Savage gives two examples of typical
cases: Ms J W was sterilised at 21,
after the birth of her first child,
because the GP, prompted by her health
visitor, thought she would be unable to
cope with any more children because of
her "subnormal intelligence" - a sub-
normal intelligence which Wendy Savage
could not detect. Ms A T, a I9 year old
West Indian single parent, was in need
of an abortion, which was only given on
the condition that she consent to ster-
ilisation, an operation which she was
told would be reversible, although the
surgeon involved, rather than "knot" her
fallopian tubes, in fact removed them
altogether.
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Funeral of Finbarr McKenna
have been occasions of protest against
the British presence and expression of
mass support for the IRA by the entire
anti-unionist community. Local Sinn Fein
councillors and senior Republicans such
as Gerry Adams and Martin McGuinness are
usually present.

Such scenes are reminiscent of the
funerals of Blacks killed by the police
in South Africa, so is the RUC's res-
ponse. The RUC, backed up by the British
Army, have besieged the houses of be-
reaved families while the latter have
tried to negotiate a private funeral
with them; they have tried to separate
coffins from the mourners; and to hijack
funerals to prevent them being the focus
of anti-British demonstrations. Their
excuse is the traditional appearance of
the IRA at funerals to pay tribute to
their fallen comrades with volleys of
shots over the grave before disappearing
back into the crowd, often in the teeth
of a very heavy RUC and British Army
presence.

May the IRA had called the RUC's bluff
by paying the final salute on Sunday the
3rd. The RUC presence was the most
belligerent yet - 2 people were serious-
ly injured by plastic bullets and numer-
ous others were injured by RUC batons.
These attacks are not directed against
the IRA. They are designed to keep anti-
unionlsts off the streets of their own
communities and to prevent mass demon

At Finbarr Mcl<enna's funeral on 6th

Not only are psychological problems
increased when these two operations are
carried out together, but also, these
women are six times more likely to die
as a result of this combined operation
than those recieving just an abortion.
Each year, many women choose to be
sterilised and for some, there may be
arguements for sterilisation on medical
grounds - but, it is perfectly clear
that in thousands of cases, the rights
of women to decide whether to be steril-
ised or not are being denied them.
Instead, doctors and gynaecologists, the
majority of whom are men, are conducting
operations based on personal assumptions
rather than medical.

I'm only doing
this for your
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strations of opposition to British
occupation.

DELIBERATE KILLINGS
Funerals are family occasions when

the whole community comes out with their
children. Since 1969 a number of people
have been killed or seriously injured by
rubber and plastic bullets. Most of
these killings were clearly deliberate
and the victims often children. It is
widely believed that this was part of a
strategy of terror to keep the anti-
unionlst community off their streets.
The distinctive sound of a plastic
bullet being fired is calculated to
strike fear into the hearts of parents
who know that these weapons have killed
children.

The response of anti-unionist youths
to these attacks has been widespread
rioting which was renewed when news of
the Loughgall ambush was heard. The
repression and violence of the British
state and its allies has never bee;
directed solely against the Republican
Movement, but against the entire anti-
unionist community. The campaign of
random assassinations of anti-unionists
by loyalist paramilitaries claimed yet
another victim, Gary McCartan, on May
7th, and another man narrowly missed
death in an attack later that evening.
Nor is resistance to British imperialism
in Ireland confined to the Republican
Movement, but is conducted by the whole
community.
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However, the IRA's campaiw is the
most organised form of resistance and is
widely supported - In the last election
in the 6 counties Sinn Fein gained 40%
of the anti-unionist vote. The superior
manpower, resources and military hard-
ware available to the British Army means
that it cannot be defeated as long as
the British ruling class have the
political will to keep it in Ireland. At
the end of the 1960's a peaceful
campaign for civil rights for anti-
unionists met the violent reaction of
the sectarian RUC, B-Specials and other
loyalists. In I969 anti-unionist commun-
ities such as West Belfast and Derry's
Bogside -resisted full scale attacks by
loyalists. The result was that Britain's
Labour government sent in the troops to
prevent the collapse of the Orange
State.

COLONIAL SITUATION
Those troops are still there and the

sectarian statelet is still being re-
sisted. British military strategy in
Ireland is to obscure the nature of the
conflict, repressing mass demonstrations
against British imperialism and trying
to isolate the IRA and to portray them
as an insane gang of criminals. This has
meant a front line role for the RUC in
an attempt to promote an image of
normality in the face of a min; r law and
order problem. The concentration of IRA
attacks against the RUC has meant an
increased role for the British Army and
a more obviously colonial situation. The
necessity of the Loughgall ambush for
British propaganda and the sectarian
brutality of the RUC at anti-unionist
funerals explode the myth of normality
and criminality.

Peace and working class unity will
only come to Ireland after the with-
drawal of British troops, the end of
partition and the end of the sectarian
6 county statelet. Britain will only
withdraw when our rulers no longer have
the political will to wage war on anti-
unionists. As British workers we must
express our opposition to imperialism
and educate ourselves and our fellows
about the true nature of the British
role in Ireland. As anarcho-syndicalists
II'ISI'i unity cannot be an end for us but
it is a necessary beginning. We must
recognise that pressure from British
workers is necessary for British with-
drawal and help to build and organise
that pressure.

OPPOSE BRITISH IMPERIALISM IN
IRELAND. FOR THE COMPLETE BRITISH
MILITARY AND POLITICAL WITHDRAWAL

O
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Gathering of Leicester BNP
On May 2nd I987 at Newarke school,
Imperial Avenue, Leicester, the racist
and fascist British National Party held
a meeting for the council elections.
Past experience has shown that these
events are merely excuses for nazi-style
rallies that promote racial hatred. The
protest that was organised clearly
showed the anger felt by local people
with over 300 anti-fascists turning out

r,;¥_"",f,'-f_,-_.___.€____ __‘ to protest. In line with their racist
" *""""'\)"~‘-=....- . approach the police turned out in forceaw
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It is about time that we got rid of
a system which gives doctors and the
courts the authority to select which
women may retain their reproductive
capacity and which may not, and instead
provide women with the real freedom to
choose for themselves.
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to protect the pathetic band of about 30
BNP supporters and limited the size of
the meeting to stop local people going
inside the hall in large numbers - all
the fascists were allowed in first.
Several arrests were made as police
singled out hecklers for violent treat-
ment. Other arrests were made outside
the hall including one person for
crossing the road to a shop!

Of the 7 arrested, 6 face charges
under the new Public Order Act which

‘I'-

states that you can be arrested for your
language and gestures unless, of course,
your language is that of race hatred and
your gestures are nazi salutes. The 7th
defendant faces serious charges of
assault against police officers. All
defendants will plead not guilty to all
charges - fighting fascism isn't a
crime. A defence fund has been set up to
help the defendants and to raise the
issues of racism and fascism in Leices-
ter. The political issues are vital -
racism in the labour movement must be
challenged; racial attacks must be
combatted; and fascism in Leicester (and
elsewhere) must be stamped out. Raise
these issues in your trade union branch,
your workplace and community. Send
cheques, etc to: Leicester Anti-Fascist
 

Defence Fund, _g/2 _§l_1_e_ Trades Council
Office, Leicester Unemployed Workers'
Centre, I38 Charles Street, Leicester.

_N_Q PLATFORM FOR FASCISTS
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Defiant printworkers involved in the
Midlands Trader dispute have pledged to
fight on. A chapel vote on May 15th
backed a call to the NGA's national
committee demanding they keep the dis-
pute “offlciai". It began in last
December when millionaire boss Pickering
sacked 90 printworkers from his plant at
Heanor Gate, Derbyshlre, attempting to
go "non-union". Since then printing of
Trader titles has been done by other
firms throughout the country,

Every few weeks the NGA review the
Trader dispute and, ~*as this issue of
Direct Action went to press, printers
were awaiting the outcome. Many printers
fear that the union officials, having
done nothing to back the struggle, will
now stab them in the back by trying to
kill off the dispute. SOGAT officials

‘ - I -I

members by cutting off strike pay after
20 weeks. To speed up attempts to starve
their members off the picket lines one
official set up job interviews for 2
sacked SOGAT women. "My husband's got
no job", one women explained, "and with
my union cutting off strike pay, I'm
left with no money to fight on with.
What can I do? They've forced me to take
this job, but you can bet we'll be back
on the picket lines on our days off. You
can't get rid of us that easily!" The
supporters of the sacked printers also
face attacks by union bureaucrats. The
NGA rep on Nottingham Trades Council
opposed a £100 donation to the sacked
printers‘ support group in the town! His
reason? - he is "wary of autonomous
groups outside the union's control“.

At May Day rallies in the region the
have already sold out their Trader strikers were able to argue for soli-
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Traders printers head the May Day march in Nottingham

GUTTER RADICALISM?
In May 1985 the Keighley News printed a
front page exclusive entitled “I-low
Public Money ls Funding Anarchy". The
entirely bogus allegations against the l
In 12 Club and others enabled the head
of Shipley CID, DI Eddie I-lemsley, to raid
premises and expropriate the names and
addresses of people connected with a
wide range of community organisations.
The journalist responsible for this "ex-
clusive", Malcolm Evans, admitted that
the only proof of his wild allegations
was that he had been given the informa-
tion by a senior police officer - a DI
Hemsley - who was investigpting the
activities of the l In I2 Club. Malcolm
Evans moved in 1985 to the Daily
Express. He now has a job with the new
"radical" News On Sunday whose motto is
"The Campaign For Real Journalism Starts
Here"! And the News On Sunday has re-

Im
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Cranks was one of the first health food
restaurants in Britain. When it was
started in 1961 it lived up to its name,
catering for a select and oddball crowd
interested in nutrition and the ethics
of vegetarianism. At the end of I985 it
was sold out to Guinness whose intention
is to expand the chain from 5 outlets to
sixty in five years in direct contrast
with the "cottage industry" approach on
which Cranks was founded. In a recent
survey Cranks‘ closest competitor was
found to be Pizzaland in line with its
prospective development as a MacDonalds-
type "fast food" operation. Rather than
food being produced on the premises, all
baking and cooking will be done in a
central Kings Cross factory, then fast-
chilled, vacuum-packed or frozen and
carted out to the shops, thus decreas-
lng the nutritional content. Corners are
already being cut such as pressure being
applied by head office to minimise the
use of more expensive organic veg on
which Cranks prided itself before.

The "family atmosphere" of Cranks is
also fast disintegrating. Many of the
traditional staff benefits and perks are
being taken away. For example, whereas
before staff had a wide choice of food

In

crui ted another gutter journalist, J ohn
Nairn, a reporter in Scotland, whose
past "exclusives" include s readin liesP 8
and rumour about Clydeslde Anarchists
This came to light after DAM contacted
him asking the News On Sunday to cover
the Ardbride strike - nothing about the

I1dispute ever appeared in the "socialist
alternative, Nairn being more interested
in collecting gossip.

KNEE DEEP IN SHIT SPECIAL
No I2, June 1987.

Well produced investigative journal del-
ving lnto corruption in out society.
Mostly devoted to masonic corruption in
West Yorkshire; also articles on the
Special Branch and the Economic League.
Available from KDIS, c/o 31 Manor Row,
Bradford l, West Yorkshire.

to eat, now they are palmed off with
reject food such as old salad sometimes
three days old. Likewise new staff are
not entitled to sick pay for a year as
opposed to two months under the previous
system. Breaches of contract and erosion
of staff rights and privileges are now
being introduced by the new managing
director, James Fuller (ex-Trusthouse
Forte).

In response a flourishing branch of
the Transport & General Workers Union
has emerged and forms the focus of
attention in the fight for maintaining
rights. The branch is currently helping
in 2 cases. One where a member of staff
was badly burned by boiling water
spilled from a broken bertha which the
union repeatedly asked to be fixed but
nothing was done. The other case is
where a long-serving member of staff was
sacked (seemingly as an example to
others) for taking food home near the
end of the day. Traditionally this was
common law practice and one where no
black and white rules exist.

The union has been fighting for
recognition for the last 6 months and is
making slow progress. But our presence
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darity from other workers. Much money
was raised and many important contacts
made. But at Chesterfield the Communist
Party (CP) controlled Trades Council
blocked attempts by the sacked printers
to speak from the platform. Workers in
struggle were to be silenced so that
Michael Meacher could address the rally
at length. The CP would allow nothing to
upset their "vote Labour" carnival,
especially workers prepared to fight the
attacks of the bosses.

The contract with scab firm Ad-scene
which costs Pickering a fortune, is up
for renewal soon. This could well be
when finances force a return to Heanor
Gate taking on a scab workforce. If this
happens the Trader printers will build
"Warrington-style mass pickets". Mean-
while picketing at Trader offices in the
region has become more militant - at
Leicester on May 6th scab cars were
blocked for half an hour; scabs then had
to contend with glued-up door locks
while being yelled at by a crowd of
angry printers.

The union solidltor is pursuing "un-
fair dismissal" claims in the courts so
Pickering could well be forced to pay
compensation to the sacked printers. But
it's unlikely he'd be forced to give
them back their jobs. "We don't want a
thousand quid and a UB40", explains one
printer. "That way Pickering gets to
re-open a non-union factory in the Mid-
lands which, because of the crap wages
he'll pay, will be that much cheaper.
It'll put every other NGA and SOGAT
printing job in the region at risk. We
can only win victory in one of two ways.
Either we force Pickering to give us all
back our jobs in a unionised factory at
a decent wage level, or we make the
bastard go bust."

to: Trader Sacked Workers‘ Dispute, _g[_g_
_l_l_4_ Stonehill Road, Derby. For a copy
of Dispute, newsletter of the Nottlng
ham Trader Printers Support Group, send
an SAE and donation to: gig Bpx _5,__l_l_5_
Mansfield Road, Nottingham.

Messages of support and donations

BANKRUPT UNIONISM

In March the Joint Trade Union committee
(JCU) at BREL's (British Rail Engineer-
ing Ltd) works at Eastlelgh near
Southampton accepted the imposition of a
new deal cutting pay, bonuses and over-
time rates, without so much as a ballot.
This is typical of NUR Head Office's
collaboration with the BRB (British
Rail Board). The union took Kenneth
Clarke's localised pay bargaining ideas
to heart, washing its hands of the
negotiations, leaving it to the in-
dividual JTU's to come to their own
agreements with management. Eastleigh
had already accepted work flexibility
last August after a ballot, manipulated
to vote in favour by the local unions -
one NUR steward was told that if he
advised people to vote against he'd have
his union card taken away. On April lst
Eastleigh, along with Doncaster, Glasgow
and Wolverton became part of the British
Rail Maintenance Group (BRMG), which
is merely the restructuring of BREL to
prepare the way for privatisation. All
this shows the bankruptcy of a reformist
union unable and unwilling to defend its
members.

MIDLANDS DAM
A number of DAM members in the Ketter-
ing/Corby/Leicester area are to hold a
meeting with a view to setting up a
Midlands DAM group on Friday, June 12th
at 8pm in Leicester Socialist Centre
above Blackthorn Books, 70 High Street,
Leicester. Any DAM member or other class
struggle anarchist will be very welcome.
Enquiries to: c/o DAM National Secret-
ary, Box DAM, Cambridge Free Press, 25
Gwydir Street, Cambridge.

is certainly accounted for in managerial
decision making processes. Keeping the
pressure on and membership up is an
uphill struggle though. The average stay
of an employee is probably about 6 weeks
and about 20% of staff leave within days
because of pay and conditions. But in an
industry that is traditionally under-
unionised we feel that having got so far
we've got to make a stand.

I. The Direct Action Movement is a work-
ing class organisation. ‘

2. Our aim is the creation of a free and
classless society.
3. We are fighting to abolish the state,
capitalism and wage slavery in all their
forms and replace them by self-managed
production for need not profit.
4. In order to bring about the new
social order, the workers must take over
the means of production and distribu-
tion. We are the sworn enemies of those
who would take over on behalf of the
workers.
5. We believe that the only way for the
working class to achieve this is by
independent organisation in the work-
place and community and federation with
others in the same industry and local-
ity, independent of and opposed to all
political parties and trade union
bureaucracies. All such workers' organ-
isations must be controlled by the
workers themselves and must unite rather
than divide the workers‘ movement. Any
and all delegates of such workers‘
organisations must be subject to immedi-
ate recall by the workers.

6. We are opposed to all States and
State institutions. The working class
has no country. The class struggle is
worldwide and recognises no artificial
boundaries. The armies and police of all
States do not exist to protect the
workers of those States, they exist only
as the repressive arm of the ruling
class.

7. We oppose racism, sexism, militarism
and all attitudes and institutions that
stand in the way of equality and the
right of all people everywhere to
control their own lives and environment.

8. The Direct Action Movement is a
federation of groups and individuals who
believe in the principles of anarcho—
syndicallsm; a system where the workers
alone oontrol industry and the community
without the dictates of politicians,
bureaucrats, bosses and so-called ex-
p6l't8.

'l‘he DAM was formed in I979 from the
SWF (Syndicallst Workers‘ Federation)
and otha groups and individuals he-
lievlng in the principles of anarcho-
syntlicalism. It is the British section
of the International Workers‘ Associ-
ation. This -was formed in I922 and
has national sections In more than
dozen oountrla.

SUBSCRI PT I(]\I RATES
UK AND lRELAND:-
6 issues £2.80 I2 issues £5.00

OVE.RSEAS:—
6 issues £3.80 .... I2 issues £6.60
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Send to Box D.A, c/o Raven Press, 75
Piccadilly, Manchester.
Cheques and postal orders should be made
payable to DAM.

WANT TO FIND OUT MORE?

I would like more information about the
Direct Action Movement - International
Workers‘ Association. Please send me
information.
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Send to DAM/IWA, c/o Box DAM, Cambridge
Free Press, 25 Gwydir St., Cambridge.

DEADLINE FOR DA 40 IS
JUNE 20TH

Produced and published by Manchester
DAM. Printed by Aldgate Press, 84b
Whitechapel High Street, london. Send
articles, letters, donations, etc to
Direct Action, Box DA, Raven Press, 75
Piccadilly, Manchester. Please let us
know whether or not letters are for
publication.
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The following shortened interview with Dave Kerin, a
rank and file activist in the BLF (the Builders‘
Labourers‘ Federation), was conducted for Direct
Action by a DAM member who at the time was a member
of the ASF (Anarcho-Syndicalist Federation) in Aus-
tralia. Readers of DA's 35 and 37 will remember that
the BLF is a militant union which faces heavy-handed
State repression.

DEREGISTRATION
D.A. - What is de-registration?

D.l(. - De-registration was first
suggested in '83 in the Economist
to advise Bob Hawke on the best way
to handle the union movement. It
said he should bring the unions
into tow, otherwise the free market
forces couldn't operate - ie people
wouldn't invest in Australia - and
what he should do is to de-register
the most militant wing of the union
movement. it also said de-registra-
tion ls not enough - he must make
sure the de-registered union is
"cannibalised" (ie criminalised and
sold out by the labour movement).

De-registration was aimed pure-
ly at getting us outside the
industrial Courts and Federal and
State awards governing wages and
conditions. Which is fine - it
means we can negotiate direct with
employers. But "cannibalisation"
really hurt, as the ALP (Australian
Labour Party) went to its agents in
the union movement saying: "Right,
there's power and a quid in this
for all of us - get the BLF - we
want them; you don't like them; the
coppers certainly don't like them
and the Master Builders‘ Associa-
tion (the bosses' organisaflon)
don't like them - so go for it." In
that process we were also criminal-
ised - we've been averaging 3-4
arrests each day!

D.A. - Does de-registration mean
that you can't operate as a union‘?

D.l(. - No. Even under capitalist
law we still have a right to free
association. Three arrests a day
prove we're criminalised - but
we're fighting (at the moment it's
only us and the plumbers fighting
at job level). In Victoria they
also brought in the "BLF De-
reglstration Act" where they've got
the right to sequestrate union
property and assets. For the
working class it's nothing new. But
the background is pretty unique. in
the Australian union.movement the
BLF has always been a spearhead -
we've set the pace and labourers
have over the last 15 years gone
from being donkeys to people who
the boss both respected and feared.
In our industry, with a 4-year
boom/bust cycle, we were sacked at
the snap of the bosses‘ fingers. To
offset this we needed a strong
union. Also, in the early '70's we
were averaging one death a month -
since de-registration we're back to
that figure. In Sydney last year,
because of this dispute, there were
26 dead in the BLF all from
different incidents. One of the
most expensive things for a boss is
what we call conditions and they
call restrictive practices (such as
safety agreements, etc).

I've talked to fellow workers
from Britain who couldn't believe
the good conditions and wage rates
labourers over here had won - they
were hard fought for! But it took a
Labour Government to bring in these
attacks on the BLF. The Liberal
(Conservatives) Government also de-
registered us in 1974 -during the
"green bans" (work bans on projects
destructive to urban open spaces,
historical buildings or housing in
working class areas), but we grew
in numbers. However the Labour
Government with its links in the
unions was able to split the trade
union forces at the top with their
de-registation - hence the "canni-
balisation". I've spent this year
speaking to shop floors in other
industries and we've not found
opposition (to the BLF) on any of
them.

D.A. - So is there opposition too
from the ACTU (Australian Council
of Trade Unions)?

D.K. - The ACTU has played a very
reactionary role. They are intim-
ately linked to the Labour Party
where they got their schooling in
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SCABBING
D.A. - So what's the BLF trying
to do at the moment?

D.l(. - We say registration is not
the issue. What is is that the
employers have found two unions -
the BWIU (Building Workers Indus-
trial Union) and the FEDFA
(Federated Engine Drivers and
Firefighters Association) - prepar-
ed to scab and poach our members
with the use of the police. I've
seen this on job after job. The
coppers come on to the job; the
FEDF‘A and BWIU officials would
come in with them; the boss would
be there and the Department of
Labour. Our members would get
dragged off and arrested, including
shop stewards, if they wouldn't
sign over (to a new union) on a
charge of trespass or assault. The
boss would tell the labourers to
either resign on that day from the
BLF and join the BWIU or
FEDFA or get sacked.

D.A. - ls the scabbing because of
the union leadership, or is there
support in the rank and file too?

D.l<. - Every rank and file
meeting in both these unions have
opposed it. But under the BWIU
rules, for example, the Executive
is the ruling body, not the
members. There's an irony in this.
The National Civic Councii-Demo-
cratic Labour Party (NCC - Catholic
anti-communist cells in the trade
unions in the 50's; DLP - right
wing splitters from the ALP) formed
a scab union. The BWIU, at that
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'Police repression in Queensland

back-rooming and dirty politics
in the Young Labour Associations -
they admit it themselves. This is
the cynicism of it. What it all
means is that they could "cannibal-
ise“ us. Under a conservative
(Liberal Party) government they'd
have never got away with it.
There'd have been total opposition
from the rest of the union move-
ment. ACTU says we're unrealistic,
old-fashioned socialism doesn't fit
in with modern capitalism. Their
corporatism and their world view
has no pl-ace for our sort of union,
one that empowered ordinary build-
ers' labourers. The ACTU find that
threatening.

time left wing, designed its rules
to stop scabbing and gave all
control to the Executive. Now these
same rules are used to prevent
militant and democratic expression
of the members‘ views. (The same
situation occurred with the AUEW.)

D.A. - Has de-registration cost
the BLF members‘?

D.K. - We've lost members who've
been forced to join other unions,
but a few thousand in Victoria
alone have signed back to the BLF.
The BWIU and the FEDFA have
signed many new agreements on
safety and super-annuation. To get
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super-annuation workers must wait
until they're 55. Whereas in the
scheme we introduced they are able
to get it as soon as they're out of
the industry - only common sense in
our job.

D.A. - Do you see any way in
which the process of de-registra-
tion can be subverted and is there
an chance in this area ofY
solidarity from rank and file
groups in other industries?

D.K. - The only way de-registra-
tion can be subverted, to be made
meaningless, is by the workers
getting more power on the job and
through the unions. Registration is
a red herring. We've heard the
slogan: "lf you don't win it on the
job you won't win it in court".

ARBITRATION
D.A. - On the subject of courts,
Australia has long been seen as a
prime example of so-called in-
dependent arbitration dominating
the union movement.,,..

D.l(. - Well, you've got to look
at the economic background to all
this. Unlike many European coun-
tries, which were made into a bul-
wark against communism, Australia's
post-war boom was phenomenal. Here
normal working people have got at
least one car, they've got their
house. Arbitration seemed it was
giving everyone a good deal.
However, the cold war destroyed the
left here unlike many European
countries. The European left's
influence in the rank and file
remained, but here the section that
survived was the parliamentary left
section of the ALP. And now even
they've gone over to the corporat-
lst strategy - the Accord and the
Hancock Report which is corporatism
embodied.

D.A. - Do you ever see a campaign
in the union movement to get rid of
the arbitration system altogether?

D.K. - To me the more likely
thing is that arbitration would be
made unworkable. People will win
something on the ground and then
either get it ratified in the court
or tell the court to fuck off. A
case in point - when the Accord
came in there was this little
furniture factory in Geelong who
won this increase of $12 - the
bosses said fine, they'd adhere to
it. And the bloody BWIU opposed it
and said no, it goes against the
accord! And the Court took the $12
dollars off them after they'd won
it.

You look at the next two or
three years. The blues (Australian
for fight - or in this case intense
industrial struggle) are going to
be on. The arbitration system has
no future. It will either be
ignored - it will just be a rubber
stamp, which is what the Liberals
already claim it is - or, if they
try anything, there'll be an
outright blue over it.

D.A. - What do you think the
strategy will be if the Liberal
Party gets in‘?

D.l<. — I think it'll be win some
on the ground and get it rubber
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stamped and I can see blues happen-
ing when the government appeals.
The main thing will be the economic
climate. Australia's heading for a
depression and the lifestyles that
workers have won (not been given)
will suffer. We're going to be
thrown back on union resources that
we have very little of these days:
to treat each other in a comradely
way, to show solidarity to our
neighbours and workmates. We're not
strong in that because this whole
consumer push has seen to that.
Unless we create cross-referencing
(eg strike support groups) among
ourselves, where we work and where
we live, we'll go down the drain.
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COMMENT
A newcomer could be forgiven for
forming the impression that Aus-
tralia has one huge middle class.
The reality is that Australia went
through a period when advances were
won on the job, to achieve a
quality of living that is theirs by
right and which many of us aspire
to as a minimum. Overall the
availability of housing, health
education, etc is better than in
many European countries - though
many working class and immigrant
communities remain disadvantaged.
While the class differences have
appeared to be less pronounced than
in Britain this is now changing.

Under Labour Thatcherlsm is
being applied, using the bogus
arguments about world recession and
market economy to justify cuts in
jobs and living standards as well
as attacks on workers' organisa-
tions. Already in some parts of
Australia, eg Queensland, strike
action has been criminalised. To
enforce further control Labour is
attempting to introduce stringent
National Identity controls. Close
strategic relations with the US and
the fact that much of Australia's
wealth is slowly being taken over
and creamed off by "off-shore"
investment companies from Europe,
the USA and Japan threaten the
well-being of the Australian work-
ing class.

The labour movement managers,
the ALP and the ACTU, are centre
stage in holding back resistance.
They know that the so-called boom
period helped to erode the tradi-
tions of class solidarity. The only
way forward is with a revival -in
industrial and community solidar-
ity, mutual aid, and the syndical-
ist traditions that are very much a
part of Australia's industrial his-
tory. Unions like the BLF and our
ASF comrades have the task of
helping to revive these traditions.


